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Preface

Good to see you, physics learner!

This document is written by learners like you, and it serves a very specific purpose—to
help you answer a type of exam question in CIE. I’m talking about things like:

• Define elastic potential energy
• State the principle of conservation of momentum
• State the difference between a stationary wave and a progressive wave. . .
• Explain the origin of upthrust for a body in liquid
• Explain the part played by diffraction and interference in the production of the first

order maximum by the diffraction grating.
• Distinguish between an α-particle and a β+-particle.

You get the idea. This type of question, where it asks to state or explain something
sometimes can turn out to be pretty hard, even if you do have an sound understanding of
the concepts involved and nailed the calculation part. Some people hate these questions
a lot. However, it doesn’t has to be this hard.

This document aims to help you get better at answering those questions by showing you
how examiner wants you to answer them, and also showing you what to avoid doing.
This is not a list for you to memorize, instead, you should seek understanding of the
logic/reasoning/key ideas behind the answers shown here, which is often an exact copy
from the relevant Mark Scheme, and think about how you could write better answers–such
as making your answer more complete or concise, learning new ways and perspectives to
describe/explain a things you understand, or correcting inaccuracies in your knowledge.

Answers here follows the same style as CIE Mark Scheme, only edited/rephrased to make
the meaning clearer. A n′ denotes that the expression before n′ could gain n marks.
Some common errors mentioned in examiner reports are listed here with a NOT prefix.
This indicates that the responses could not gain full mark, and often could gain no mark
at all.

It is worth reminding again that I recommend against anyone memorizing this or any
other pre-written ‘answers’. It is a terrible waste of time and effort and does little to
improve your knowledge of physics.

Happy learning and best wishes for your CIE!

Mao Wtm
January 27, 2018
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1 Dynamics and Energy

1 Define speed [1]

change in distance
change in time or distance

time 1′

Avoid ‘distance over time’
NOT ‘change of distance with time’

2 Define velocity [1]

rate of change of displacement or change in displacement
time (taken) 1′

NOT rate of change of displacement per unit time
Avoid ‘displacement over time’
NOT ‘change of displacement with time’
NOT something with ‘distance’
NOT displacement per second (just like NOT ‘meter per time’)

Not to be confused with speed.

3 Define acceleration [1]

rate of change of velocity or change in velocity
time (taken) 1′

NOT rate of change of velocity per unit time
NOT something with ‘speed’

4 Define force [1]

Rate of change of momentum 1′
NOT F = ma or “mass× acceleration”
Definitely NOT “a push or pull”–this is primary grade stuff.

5 Define power [1]

work (done)
time (taken) or

energy transferred
time (taken) or rate of work done 1′

NOT energy
time

Avoid ‘in a certain time’ / ‘unit of time’
Avoid ‘over time’
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6 Define work done [2]

force× distance moved (by force) 1′
in the direction of the force 1′

7 Explain what is meant by kinetic energy. [1]

energy/ability to do work a object/body/mass has due to its speed/velocity/motion
/movement 1′

8 Define potential energy [1]

Stored energy available to do work 1′
NOT description of any specific type of energy e.g. gravitational

9 Define gravitational potential energy [1]

Energy due to height/position of mass or distance from mass or moving mass from
one point to another. 1′
NOT about ‘height of a body above the Earth’
NOT about gravitational potential

10 Define elastic potential energy [1]

Energy (stored) due to deformation/stretching/compressing/change in shape/size 1′
NOT ‘the energy stored in an elastic body’ without mentioning deformation
NOT any formula

11 State Hooke’s law. [1]

force/load is proportional to extension/compression (provided proportionality limits
not exceeded) 1′

12 Define the Young modulus [1]

stress
strain 1′
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13 Use data from <some F/x (extension) graph> (figure 1) to show that the spring
obeys Hooke’s law for this range of extensions / compression. [2]

two values of F/x are calculated which are the same
or ratio of two forces and the ratio of the corresponding two extensions are calculated
which are the same
or gradient of graph line calculated and coordinates of one point on the line used
with straight line equation F = mx+ c to show c = 0 1′

(so) force is proportional to extension (and so Hooke’s law obeyed) 1′

NOT straight line ⇒ Hooke’s law obeyed, since line must cross origin.
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14 Describe how to determine whether the extension of the spring is elastic. [1]
or
State how you would check that the spring has not exceeded its elastic limit [1]

remove the force/masses and if the spring returns to its original length its an elastic
extension. 1′
NOT something about the extension being proportional to the force.

15 For the following scenario, state and explain the changes in energy that occur.

(a) Stuff falls through liquid: [2]
decrease in gravitational potential energy due to decrease in height (since Ep =
mgh)
increase in thermal energy due to work done against viscous drag
loss/change of (total) Ep equal to gain/change in thermal energy
Any 2′ points.

16 State the principle of conservation of momentum (linear momentum) [2]

Sum/total momentum is constant or before = after 1′
for an isolated system or with no (resultant) external force 1′

17 Explain what is meant by particles colliding elastically [1]

the total kinetic energy before (the collision) is equal to the total kinetic energy after
(the collision) 1′

18 Define strain [1]

extension
original length 1′

19 Stress. . .

Quantity: force
cross-sectional area 1′

Unit: Pa = force
area 1′
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20 State the two conditions for a system/object to be in equilibrium [2]

resultant force (in any direction) is zero 1′
resultant torque/moment (about any point) is zero or sum of clockwise moment and
sum of anticlockwise moment is zero 1′
NOT ‘no turning effect’
NOT ‘the forces are balanced’/‘cancel’
NOT ‘no forces acting’

21 Define the torque of a couple [2]

Torque is the product of one of the forces (F ) and the perpendicular distance (d)
between forces.

One of the forces× distance 1′
Perpendicular 1′

F

F

d

22 Define the moment of a force [1]

force (F)× perpendicular distance (d)
(of line of action of force) to/from a point / pivot 1′

F

d
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23 Explain what is meant by centre of gravity [1]

the point from where (all) the weight (of a body) seems to act 1′
NOT weight concentrated on this point
NOT the point where mass acts

24 Define pressure [1]

force
area (normal to the force) 1′

NOT ‘cross-sectional area’

25 Explain the origin of upthrust for a body in liquid [2]

Pressure / force up on bottom greater than pressure / force down on top 2′

1′ for pressure on bottom different from pressure on top or pressure changes with
depth.
NOT having less density than the liquid.

26 State Newton’s nth law of motion. . .

• n = 1: a body/mass/object continues (at rest or) at constant/uniform velocity
unless acted on by a resultant force 1′
NOT ‘constant speed’ without mentioning straight line motion
NOT ‘uniform motion’

• n = 2: See definition of force

• n = 3: force on body A is equal in magnitude to force on body B (from A) 1′
, in opposite directions 1′ , of the same kind. 1′

27 State and explain whether momentum is conserved during the collision of <some
ball or stuff> with <some floor, wall or stuff> [2]

there is a change/gain in momentum of <some floor, wall or stuff> 1′
there is an equal (and opposite) change to the momentum of <some ball or stuff>
so momentum is conserved 1′

or

change of (total) momentum of <some floor, wall or stuff> and <some ball or stuff>
is zero
or (total) momentum of <some ball or stuff> and <some floor, wall or stuff> before
is equal to the (total) momentum after 1′
so momentum is conserved 1′

NOT not conserved for any reason such as an open system.
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28 Explain how the collision of two objects can support Newton’s third law [2]

change in momentum equal (and opposite) for the two objects 1′

force is change in momentum over time and time (of collision) is the same
hence force on the two objects are equal and opposite as for Newton’s third law. 1′

29 In practice, air resistance is not negligible. State and explain the effect of air resis-
tance on the time taken for a ball thrown upward to reach maximum height. [2]

deceleration is greater/resultant force (weight and friction force) is greater 1′
take less time 1′

30 Use the kinetic model to explain the pressure exerted by gases to wall of con-
tainer [3]

molecule collides with wall/container and there is a change in momentum 1′

change in momentum
time is force or ∆p = Ft. 1′

many/all/sum of molecular collisions over surface/area of container produces pres-
sure 1′

2 Electricity

31 Charge. . .

Quantity: current× time 1′

Unit: coulomb = ampere second 1′

32 State what is meant by an electric current [1]

flow of charge carriers 1′

33 Electric current is a flow of charge carriers. The charge on the carriers is quantised.
Explain what is meant by quantised. [1]

charge exists only in discrete amounts 1′
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34 Potential difference. . .

Quantity: work (done) or energy (transformed) (from electrical to other forms)
charge 1′

NOT Energy transferred by unit charge / 1 C.

Unit: volt = joule
coulomb 1′

Not to be confused with electromotive force.

35 Define electromotive force (e.m.f.) of a cell. [1]

energy transformed from chemical to electrical per unit charge 1′

Not to be confused with potential difference.

36 Resistance. . .

Quantity: potential difference
current 1′

Unit: ohm = volt
ampere 1′

37 Define the ohm [1]

volt
ampere 1′

(See question 36)
NOT ‘unit of resistance’

NOT ‘potential differencecurrent ’

38 Explain what is meant by an electric field [1]

a region/space/area where a (stationary) charge experiences an (electric) force 1′

NOT ‘Force per unit charge’ etc.

39 Define electric field strength [1]

force per unit positive charge. 1′

See also: electric field
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40 On figure 2, draw at least six field lines to represent the electric field between the
plates. [1]

Question:

metal plate metal plate

+ −
Figure 2: for question 40

Answer:
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i.e. use ruler.
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41 Explain why the calculation of the force on a electron in an electric field does not
need to include the gravitational effects on the electron. [1]

electric force is way bigger than gravitational force (on electron)/weight 1′
or something about acceleration being way bigger.

NOT gravitational force is negligible

42 Describe the I-V characteristic of a metallic conductor at constant temperature [1]

straight line through the origin 1′

See figure 3

43 Describe the I-V characteristic of a semiconductor diode [2]

zero current for one direction up to zero or a few tenths of volt in another direction 1′
straight line positive gradient/increasing gradient (after that) 1′

See figure 3

44 Use figure 3 to describe the variation of the resistance of the diode between V =
−0.5 V and V = 0.8 V. [2]

very high/infinite resistance for negative voltages up to about 0.6 V / some number
in graph given in question. 1′
resistance decreases from <that voltage> 1′

NOT zero current means zero resistance
The gradient of the graph is NOT resistance.

45 State Kirchhoff’s nth law. . .

• n = 1: [1]
sum of currents into a junction = sum of currents out of junction 1′

• n = 2: [2]
total/sum of electromotive forces/e.m.f.s = total/sum of potential differ-
ences/p.d.s 1′
around a loop/(closed) circuit 1′

• There is no third law. (Although there is a third law by Newton.)
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46 Kirchhoff’s first law is linked to the conservation of a certain quantity. State this
quantity. [1]

charge 1′
NOT current

47 Sketch the temperature characteristic of a (NTC) thermistor [2]

Answer:

0

resistance

temperature /°C
100

NOT

0

resistance

temperature /°C
100
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3 Waves

48 State what is meant by the amplitude of a wave [1]

the maximum displacement 1′

amplitude

NOT this

49 State what is meant by the displacement of a wave [1]

the distance from the equilibrium position / undisturbed position / midpoint / rest
position 1′

50 Frequency. . .

Def: the number of wavefronts / crests / wavelength passing a (fixed) point on the
wave per unit time or number of oscillations of the source per unit time.
NOT something per second. See the NOTs under velocity
NOT the number of complete oscillations per unit time since frequency is not nec-
essary an integer value.

Quantity: period −1

Unit: Hz = s−1

Not to be confused with period or wavelength.

51 Period. . .

Def: time between adjacent wavefronts or time for one oscillation.

Quantity: frequency −1

Unit: s

Not to be confused with frequency or wavelength.
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52 State the difference between a stationary wave and a progressive wave in terms
of. . .

(i) the energy transfer along the wave: [1]
in a stationary wave energy is not transferred or in a progressive wave energy
is transferred 1′

(ii) the phase of two adjacent vibrating particles: [1]
in a stationary wave (adjacent) particles are in phase or in a progressive wave
(adjacent) particles are out of phase/have a phase difference/not in phase 1′

(iii) the amplitude of the particles’ vibration: [1]
in a progressive wave all particles have same amplitude or in a stationary wave
nodes have minimum / zero amplitude and antinodes have maximum amplitude
(or simply ‘amplitude varies for stationary wave’) 1′

Note: ‘Progressive wave being formed by one / stationary wave being formed by
two waves’ is NOT a difference and is actually not correct.

53 State what is meant by an antinode of the stationary wave [1]

Position where maximum amplitude 1′

54 By reference to vibrations of the points on a wave and to its direction of energy
transfer, distinguish between transverse waves and longitudinal waves. [2]

Transverse waves have vibrations / displacement of particles that are perpendicular
to the direction of energy travel / propagation 1′
Longitudinal waves have vibrations / displacement of particles that are parallel to
the direction of energy travel / propagation 1′
NOT direction of motion of the wave / wave travel

55 State the conditions required for the formation of a stationary wave [2]

(two) waves travelling (at same speed) in opposite directions overlap 1′
waves (are same type and) have same frequency/wavelength 1′

56 Describe the features that are seen on the stretched string that indicate stationary
waves have been produced. [1]

points on string have different amplitudes varying from maximum to zero/minimum 1′
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57 Explain how stationary waves are formed in a tube with one end closed / with a
microwave source and a metal reflector (figure 4). [2]

waves from source (e.g. loudspeaker) (travel down tube and) are reflected at closed
end / reflector 1′
two waves (travelling) in opposite directions with same frequency/wavelength and
speed overlap 1′

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

source

detector D

metal reflector

Figure 4: Figure for question 58
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58 Explain how D is used to show that stationary waves are formed between reflector
and wave source in figure 4 [2]

detector/D is moved between reflector and source 1′
maximum, minimum/zero, (maximum. . . etc.) observed on meter/deflections/readings
/measurements/recordings 1′
NOT nodes and antinodes observed.

59 Describe the Doppler effect [1]

observed frequency is different to source frequency when source moves relative to
observer 1′
NOT due to change in position of source

60 Describe what is meant by a polarised wave [2]

vibrations are in a single direction 1′
applies to transverse waves or normal to direction of wave energy travel / propaga-
tion 1′
NOT vibration in only one plane

61 Use the principle of superposition to explain <some observation> [2]

the waves (that overlap) have phase difference of x° / y rad / path difference of zλ 1′
constructive / destructive interference or displacement larger / smaller (depend on
question) 1′
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62 State what is meant by the diffraction of a wave. [2]

When wave incident on/passes by/through an aperture/edge 1′
it spreads (into the geometrical shadow) 1′
NOT bending
NOT when the wave passes through an obstacle

63 State what is meant by interference / superposition [2]

when two (or more) waves superpose/meet/overlap 1′
resultant displacement is the sum of the displacement of each wave 1′

+ =

64 Explain the meaning of coherent [1]

constant phase difference 1′

65 Explain the part played by diffraction in the production of the fringes in the double
slit experiment [2]

waves at (each) slit/aperture spread (into the geometric shadow) 1′
(the spread) wave(s) overlap/superpose/sum/meet/intersect 1′

66 Explain the reason why a double slit is used rather than two separate sources of light
in the double slit experiment [1]

two separate light sources are not in constant phase difference/coherence
or waves/light from the double slit are coherent/have a constant phase difference 1′

18
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laser light X (centeral bright fringe)

Y (a dark fringe)

Z (another dark fringe)

Figure 5: for question 67 and 68. Not to scale.
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67 Explain why a bright fringe is produced at point X in figure 5. [2]

waves (from slits) overlap (at point X) 1′

path difference (from slits to X) is zero
or phase difference (between the two waves) is zero 1′
(so constructive interference gives bright fringe)

NOT statements that applies to all bright fringes in general – e.g. path difference
= nλ or phase difference = 360°n.

68 The intensity of the light passing through the two slits in figure 5 was initially the
same. The intensity of the light through one of the slits is now reduced. Compare
the appearance of the fringes before and after the change of intensity. [2]

Any 2′ of:
same separation/fringe width/number of fringes
bright fringes/central bright fringe/(fringe at) X less bright
dark fringes/(fringe at) Y /Z brighter

NOT ‘fringes’ if it is not clear whether it refers to the dark fringes or the white
fringes.

69 Describe the diffraction of light at a diffraction grating [2]

waves at the slits 1′ spread (into the geometric shadow) 1′
NOT light spread without the word ‘wave’
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70 Explain the part played by diffraction and interference in the production of the first
order maximum by the diffraction grating. [3]

diffraction: spreading/diverging of waves/light (takes place) at (each) slit/element
/gap/aperture 1′
interference: waves (from coherent sources at each slit) overlap 1′ with phase differ-
ence 360° / path difference λ 1′

See also: question 71

71 By reference to interference, explain the zero and first order maximum in a diffraction
grating. [3]

zero: waves (from each slit) overlap/meet/superpose 1′ with a phase difference/path
difference of zero 1′

first: phase difference is 360°/path difference of λ 1′

For the first mark, explicit mentioning that the wavesmeet or otherwise interference
is necessary.

See also: question 70

4 Particle and Nuclear Physics

72 Distinguish between an α particle and a β+ particle. [3]

Any 3′ from:

• α is 2 protons and 2 neutrons; β+ is positron.

• α has charge +2e; β+ has charge +e.

• α has mass 4u; β+ has mass 1
2000u.

• α made up of hadrons; β+ made up of a lepton.

73 Similarity and difference between a β+ particle and a β – particle. . .

Similarity: same (rest) mass, equal magnitude of charge.
Difference: opposite sign of charge, one is matter / electron and one is antimatter /
antielectron / positron.
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74 State the name of the force responsible for β decay. [1]

weak (nuclear force/interaction) 1′
NOT simply ‘nuclear force’

75 State the quantities that are conserved in a nuclear reaction.

Any n′ from:

• mass-energy NOT separately ‘mass’ or ‘energy’ or ‘mass and energy’

• momentum

• proton number

• nucleon number

• charge

76 State the names of the leptons produced in each of the decay processes:

• β – decay: electron and (electron) antineutrino

• β+ decay: positron and (electron) neutrino

77 State the name of the class (group) to which each of the following belongs. . .

electron / β particle / neutrino:
leptons

neutron / proton:
hadrons or baryons

Please avoid mis-spelling.

78 Explain why the sum of the kinetic energies of the carbon-13 nucleus and the β+ par-
ticle cannot be equal to the total energy released by the decay process X −−→ 13

6C+ β+.

a (electron) neutrino/V(e) is also produced (and thus has energy) 1′

79 State the composition of the proton and of the neutron in terms of quarks. [1]

• proton: up up down (no strange) / u u d

• neutron: up down down (no strange) / u d d
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80 Give one example of . . .

(i) hadron: neutron or proton

(ii) lepton: electron or (electron) neutrino

81 State one difference between a hadron and a lepton [1]

hadrons are not fundamental particle / leptons are fundamental particle
or hadron made of quarks/lepton not made of quarks
or strong force/interaction acts on hadrons/does not act on leptons 1′
NOT comparing mass between proton and electron.
NOT ‘only leptons experience the weak force’

82 State what may be inferred from the following results in the α particle scattering
experiment.

• The vast majority of α particles pass straight through the metal foil or are
deviated by small angles. [1]
most of the atom is empty space
or the nucleus (volume) is (very) small compared to the atom 1′

• A very small minority of α particles are scattered through angles greater than
90°. [2]
nucleus is (positively) charged 1′
the mass/charge is concentrated / the majority of mass/charge in (very small)
nucleus / small region/volume/core 1′

When asked to state the results, avoid expressions such as ‘some’, ‘a lot/few’ or
‘many’ particles—use ‘vast majority’ or ‘vast majority’.

83 Explain why the metal plates are placed in a vacuum in figure 6. [1]

range of α particle is only few cm in air
or loss of energy of the α particles due to collision with air molecules/ionisation of
the air molecules 1′
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Figure 6: Two parallel, vertical metal plates in a vacuum are connected to a power
supply, and a radioactive source emitting α particle is placed below the plates. This is
for question 83 and 84.

+ −

radioactive source
α particles
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84 The α particle source in figure 6 is replaced by a β particle source. By reference to
the properties of α particle and β particle, suggest three possible differences in the
deflection observed with β particle. [3]

β have opposite charge to α therefore deflection in opposite direction 1′
β has a range of velocities/energies hence a number of different deflections would be
seen 1′

β have less mass or charge
mass is larger hence deflection is greater

or β with (very) high speed (may) have less deflection 1′

There must be references to properties, such as ‘opposite charge’.

85 State the constituent particles of the <some element> nucleus [1]

x protons and y neutrons 1′
NOT x electrons.

86 State the constituent particles of α particle [1]

2 protons and 2 neutrons 1′
NOT 4

2He / Helium / Helium nucleus
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87 Explain, using the law of mass-energy conservation, how energy is released in a
nuclear reaction [2]

(total) mass on left-hand side (of equation)/reactants is greater than (total) mass
on right-hand side (of equation)/products 1′
difference in mass is (converted to) energy. 1′

88 Explain the meaning of spontaneous radioactive decay [1]

(rate of decay) not affected by any external factors or changes in temperature and
pressure etc. 1′
NOT decay occurred randomly / naturally

5 Measurement, Units, Estimates, etc. . .

89 For the measurement of the following items, state the name of a suitable measuring
instrument.

Diameter of a wire (10−1 mm): micrometer (screw gauge) or digital calipers 1′

90 Explain the difference between accuracy and precision [2]

Accuracy means the closeness of the value(s)/measurement(s) to the true value 1′
Precision means the range (i.e. spread) of the values/measurements 1′

91 Describe the effects, one in each case, of systematic errors and random errors [2]

• systematic errors: the reading is larger or smaller than / varying from the true
reading by a constant amount. 1′

• random errors: scatter in readings about the true reading 1′

92 Define density [1]

mass
volume 1′
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93 Make estimates of the following quantities:

Quantity Lower bound Upper bound Unit
Speed of sound in air 100 900 m s−1

Frequency of an audible sound wave 20 20× 103 Hz
Density of air at room temperature and pres-
sure

0.5 1.5 kg m−3

Mass of a protractor 5 50 g
Mass of a plastic 30 cm ruler 10 100 g
Mass of a wooden metre rule 50 200 g
Mass of an apple 50 500 g
Volume of the head of an adult person 2× 103 9× 103 cm3

Volume of a cricket ball or a tennis ball 50 300 cm3

Pressure due to a depth of 10 m of water 5× 104 5× 105 Pa
Wavelength of red light in a vacuum 600 800 nm
Wavelength of ultraviolet radiation 10 400 nm
Diameter of an atom 10× 10−9 10× 10−11 m
Diameter of a nucleus 10× 10−13 10× 10−15 m
Thickness of a sheet of paper 0.05 0.15 mm
Time for sound to travel 100 m in air 0.25 0.5 s
Weight of 1000 cm3 of water 8 12 N

94 Give examples of SI base units

Any n′ from:

• kilogram
• meter
• second
• kelvin
• mole
• ampere
• candela

NOT coulomb
NOT gram
NOT temperature, current, etc.
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95 Give examples of SI base quantities

Any n′ from:

• mass
• length
• time
• temperature
• amount of substance
• current
• luminous intensity

NOT charge
NOT mole, kelvin, current, etc.
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α particle, 20, 22, 23
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β+ particle, 20, 21
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baryon, 21

candela, 25
centre of gravity, 8
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coherent, 18, 20
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constituent particles, 23
coulomb, 9, 10, 25
couple, 7
current, 9, 10, 12, 14, 25, 26

density, 24
diffraction, 18–20
diffraction grating, 19, 20
diode, 12, 13
displacement, 3, 15
Doppler effect, 17
double slit experiment, 18

elastic, 6
elastic collision, 6
elastic limit, 6
elastic potential energy, 4
electric field, 10–12
electric field strength, 10
electromotive force, 10
electron, 21, 22
energy, 3, 10, 16, 24
equilibrium, 7
estimates, 25

filament lamp, 13

force, 3, 4, 6–10, 12
forces, 7
frequency, 15–17
friction, 9

gram, 25
gravitational, 4
gravitational potential energy, 4, 6

hadron, 20–22
Hooke’s law, 4, 5

I-V graph, 13
in phase, 16
interference, 18, 20

joule, 10

kelvin, 25, 26
kilogram, 25
kinetic energy, 4, 6
kinetic model, 9
Kirchhoff’s first law, 12, 14
Kirchhoff’s second law, 12

length, 26
lepton, 20–22
longitudinal waves, 16
luminous intensity, 26

mass, 23, 24, 26
mass-energy, 21
mass-energy conservation, 24
meter, 25
microwave, 17
mole, 25, 26
moment, 7
momentum, 3, 6, 9, 21

neutron, 20, 21, 23
Newton’s first law, 8
Newton’s second law, 8
Newton’s third law, 8, 9
node, 17
nuclear reaction, 24
nucleon number, 21
nucleus, 22

ohm, 10
out of phase, 16
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period, 15
phase difference, 16–18
polarised wave, 17
positron, 20
potential difference, 10
potential energy, 4
power, 3
precision, 24
pressure, 8, 9
progressive wave, 16
proton, 20–23
proton number, 21

quantised, 9
quark, 21, 22

random errors, 24
resistance, 10, 12, 14

second, 25
SI base quantities, 26
SI base units, 25
speed, 3, 17
spontaneous radioactive decay, 24
stationary wave, 16, 17
strain, 4, 6

stress, 4, 6
strong nuclear force, 22
superpose, 18, 20
superposition, 17, 18
systematic errors, 24

temperature, 14, 25, 26
thermal energy, 6
thermistor, 14
time, 26
torque, 7
transverse waves, 16

upthrust, 8

vacuum, 22
velocity, 3, 8, 15
viscous drag, 6
volt, 10

wavelength, 15–17
weak nuclear force, 21, 22
Weight, 25
weight, 9
work, 3, 4, 6, 10

Young modulus, 4
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